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Supplemental Materials

Update Workflows Script v1
1a.
Script: Welcome to the KP HealthConnect®

1a

web-based training module on how to navigate
the new Update workflows for Admitting
representatives..
These workflows are designed for Admitting
Representatives and anyone who may need to
update admissions to a hospital.
Action: the Title slides appears

1b
1b.
In this module, you will see the new forms that
have been added to the Update workflows and
learn what fields they contain.
Action: the Objectives slides appears

2a.
Script: Changes were made to the workflows to

reduce unnecessary data fields, help reduce
data input errors, make the data collection
process more efficient, provide an easier
workflow for end users, and remove
unnecessary items.
Action: the xx slide appears

3a.
Script: There are three Admission workflows

that are impacted by these changes.
Update Admission has added the Clinical and
Other form…
L&D Update Admissions has added two
forms: Clinical and Other and Labor and
Delivery…
and Newborn Update has added Clinical and
Other and Newborn Info.
Action: Impacted Workflows screen appears
3b.
Script: Each workflow has eight forms that are

not changing.
These forms have been reviewed other
modules and if you need a refresher on these
forms, go to mykphc.org, admitting, captivate.
A link to these videos will be provided at the
end of this module.
Action: Impacted Workflows screen appears
4a.
Script: Let’s take a look at the Update Admission
workflow. The new form here is Clinical and Other.

This is where you will find the
Clinical section, with the Infection
and Isolation and Special Needs
fields,...
...and Other information.
Note that L&D Status is on this form.

This is the L&D Update Admsn
workflow.
This workflow has the Clinical and
Other form.
It also has Labor and Delivery.
The Clinical section is the same as the
Update Admission form...
...while the Other section is slightly
different.
The Labor and Delivery form...
...has Labor and Delivery
information...
...and Chief Complaint information...
Note that L&D Status is on this form.

This is the Newborn Update
workflow.
The Newborn Update workflow has
two new forms:
Clinical and Other and Newborn
Info.

The Clinical and Other sections are
the same as the L&D Update Admsn
form

The Newborn Info form has Mother
Information...
...and Newborn Information.
Note that L&D Status is on this form.

6a.
Script: This

concludes the module on
the Update workflows.

For more information on this topic, and to view
other training modules, click on the link shown
on this screen.
Action: an end of course screen appears

